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Abstract：Recent results and progress of mass measurements of neutron-rich nuclei utilizing Isochronous

Mass Spectrometry (IMS) based on the HIRFL-CSR complex at Lanzhou are reported. The nuclei of

interest were produced through projectile fragmentation of primary 86Kr ions at a realistic energy of

460.65 MeV/u. After in-flight separation by the fragment separator RIBLL2, the fragments were injected

and stored in the experimental storage ring CSRe, and their masses were determined from measurements

of their revolution times. The re-determined masses were compared and evaluated with other mass

measurements, and the impact of these evaluated masses on the shell evolution study is discussed.
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1 Introduction

The particular bound and enhanced stable nature

of some special nuclei with certain configurations of

protons and neutrons led Mayer and Jensen introduced

nuclear shell model more the 60 year ago[1–2], leading

to the concept of the “magic” number associated with

proton numbers or neutron numbers 2, 8, 20, 28, 50,

82 and neutron number 126. In the single particle shell

model, protons and neutrons are believed to occupy nu-

clear orbitals with different quantum numbers. When

these orbitals are fully filled, nuclides are extremely

bound and can be regarded as spherical. However, the

traditional nuclear shell picture has been found that

it is not invariable when approaching to the drip lines.

How magic numbers evolve with extreme proton-to-

neutron ratios from β-stable valley toward the drip

lines has become one of the research frontiers of nu-

clear physics.

The excitation energy of the first Jπ = 2+ state

in even-even nuclei, which is often called E(2+1 ), is

inversely proportional to the quadrupole deformation

parameter
[3]
. As a result, spherical or semi-spherical

nuclei will show relatively higher E(2+1 ) values com-

pared with neighbouring even-even nuclei. The E(2+1 )

value is treated as a good indicator for closed-shell or
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sub-shell nuclei.

Nuclear mass is one of fundamental properties of

the nucleus and it directly reflects the total effects of

strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions among

the nucleons. Precise and systematic investigations

of nuclear masses provide valuable information on nu-

clear structure. The two neutron separation energy,

which is often called S2n, derived from nuclear mass

and representing the neutron shell gap, is another well

established probe not only for even isotopic chains but

also for odd ones.

In the past few decades, a lot of efforts have

been made on the shell evolution of pf shell, where

protons(π) and neutrons(ν) p3/2−p1/2 and f7/2−f5/2
spin-orbit parters constitute a nuclide. Nuclear spec-

troscopy experiments of E(2+1 ) in even-even nuclei

have showed a strong evidence for the onset of a new

neutron shell closure at N = 32 in 50Ar
[4]
, 52Ca[5–6],

54Ti[7–8], 56Cr[9–10]. As can be seen from Fig. 1, the

unambiguous peak at N =28 indicates the robustness

of standard magic number N = 28, and another peak

at N =32 reveal a new magic number. Furthermore

Fig. 1 The systematic behaviour of E(2+1 ) in even-even
nuclei as a function of the neutron number in four
even-Z isotopic chains from Argon (Z = 18) to
Chromium (Z =24). All data taken from Evaluated

Nuclear Structure Data File(ENSDF)
[11]

.

the relative weaker peak in 56Cr imply the reduction

of N = 32 shell gap when proton number evolve from

18 to 24.

From the aspect of nuclear mass, much progress

has been made on this research. Recent high-precision

mass measurements by Penning-Traps from Titan
[12]

and Isotrap
[13]

confirmed the existence of N=32 sub-

shell closure in Calcium isotopes. And mass measure-

ments by Multi-Reflection Time of Flight (MR-TOF)

facility for 52,53K revealed the persistence of the N =

32 shell gap in Potassium isotopes below the proton

magic number Z=20
[14]

. However, due to the large un-

certainties of nuclear masses in the A ∼ 55, Z > 20

region(about several hundred keV), it is difficult to

give a definitive conclusion of N = 32 shell evolution

above Z =20. It is quite worthy to re-measure nuclear

mass for these nuclides and improve the precision.

2 Experiment and data analysis

The experiments were conducted at the HIRFL-

CSR accelerator complex consisting of a main cooler

storage ring (CSRm) operating as a heavy-ion syn-

chrotron, an experimental storage ring CSRe, and a ra-

dioactive beam line RIBLL2 connecting the two rings

and operating as an in-flight fragment separator. The

CSRe was set into an isochronous mode with a transi-

tion energy γt =1.395
[15]

. In order to make the γ= γt,

which is often called isochronous condition, for the nu-

clide of interest, the primary beams of 86Kr28+ ions

were accelerated to an energy of 460.65 MeV/u by the

CSRm, and then were fast extracted and focused on

a ∼ 15 mm beryllium target placed at the entrance of

the RIBBL2. The secondary ions were produced via

projectile fragmentation and were separated by the RI-

BLL2. The cocktail beam of secondary ions within an

Bρ-acceptance of about ±0.2% were injected into the

CSRe for further investigations.

A dedicated time-of-flight detector
[16]

installed in

the CSRe aperture was used to generate the timing

signals of every stored ion when passing through the

detector at every revolution. Giving the fact that the

typical rising time of the signals is about 450 ps
[16]

,

the time resolution, which is about 50 ps, is good

enough to accurately determine the time stamps of

signals. The detection efficiency varies from ∼ 20%

to ∼ 70% depending on the proton number and the

total number of stored ions in this injection. In this

experiment, in a typical injection, there were 5 ions

stored simultaneously. For nuclide with proton num-

ber about 20, the detection efficiency is about 50%, in

other words, about 150 timing signals were recorded.

Since the energy loss in the TOF detector at every rev-
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olution slightly changed the revolution time, a second

order polynomial were utilized to describe the relation-

ship between flight time and revolution turns. The rev-

olution time at the 35th turn of all stored ions were

used in further analysis.

Fig. 2 shows the final results of the experiments.

The left picture illustrates the revolution time spec-

trum associated with nuclides used in the mass cali-

bration. The right picture shows the standard devia-

tions of revolution time spectrum of all well-resolved

nuclides, and a clear dependence with the isochronous

condition can be seen from this picture.

Fig. 2 (color online) (a) Part revolution time spectra of 86Kr fragments. Nuclei with masses determined in this
experiment and those used as references in the mass calibration are indicated with blue bold and black italic
letters, respectively. (b) Standard deviation of revolution time spectrum of all well-resolved nuclides.

A third order polynomial was used to calibrated

the mass to charge ratio m/q and the revolution time

T . Twelve nuclides with accurately known masses
[17]

(little than the foreseen systematic error) were used as

references to calculate the freely fitted parameters of

the polynomial. The masses of nuclide of interest were

obtained by interpolation with corresponding revolu-

tion time.

3 Results and discussion

Since several mass measurements have been con-

ducted in this mass region
[18–22]

, a careful atomic mass

evaluation have been made combine these results with

our results(see details in Ref. [23]). The re-evaluated

mass values of 52−54Sc were −40450(85), −38895(76)

and −34535(180) keV, which were more bound by 280,

785, and 935 keV compared with corresponding evalu-

ated values in AME12
[17]

, respectively.

With our new mass values of Scandium isotopes,

the systematic behaviour of S2n with increasing neu-

tron number of Scandium isotopic chain is completely

changed. As can be seen from Fig. 3, the S2n(
52Sc) as

well as S2n(
53Sc) shift up, and consequently, a signifi-

cant kink at N =32 become visible. This behaviour is

in line with the ones recently established in Calcium
[13]

and Potassium
[14]

isotopic chains. The pronounced de-

crease reveals the persistence of new magic number

N =32 in Scandium isotopes.

The emergence of new shell closure is due to the

change of the single particle order caused by the varia-

tion of nuclear forces. In the tensor-force-driven-shell

evolution framework, the tensor force exist between

protons in j<,> = l± 1
2 and neutrons in j′<,> = l′± 1

2 ,

where l and l′ represents orbital angular momenta of

protons and neutrons, respectively. In this mass region,

as Otsuka et al. pointed out[24–25], the valence protons,

occupying the πf7/2 orbital, have an attractive tensor

force with valence neutrons, occupying the νf5/2 or-

bital in the standard shell model picture. As protons

are moved out from the πf7/2 orbital, i.e., from 60Fe

to 54Ca, the strength of the attractive π − ν tensor

force will decrease and result in a consequently shift

up νf5/2 orbital. At last the two valence neutrons of
54Ca occupy the νd1/2 orbital instead of νf5/2 orbital

Fig. 3 (color online) Experimental two neutron separa-
tion energy S2n as a function of neutron number N
for isotopic chains from Argon to Vanadium. Black
points represent values based completely on data
from latest evaluation AME12, while colour ones
derived from recent mass measurements.
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leading to the substantial shell gaps between νd1/2 and

νd3/2 as well as νd3/2 and νf5/2, in other words, the

formation of new magic number N =32 and N =34.

It is noteworthy that the up boundary of the new

magic number N = 32 is still controversial. As can

be seen from Fig. 3, the rather smooth systematic be-

haviour in Titanium and Vanadium reveals no signifi-

cant indication of N = 32 shell gap, while the aspect

of E(2+1 ) shows a strong evidence of the persistence

of N = 32 shell gap up to Chromium isotopes. This

somehow conflict call for more accurate measurement

for both nuclear mass as well as E(2+1 ) in this mass re-

gion or a unified description of this exotic phenomena.
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